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Writing Topic 141
Writing Situation
Humans have always been curious about time travel. A local science agency has
selected you to travel into the past. Think about a time period in the past that you
would like to visit.
Directions for Writing
Write an essay to the head of the agency explaining what time period you would like
to visit and why it is worth visiting. Provide specific examples and details to justify
your decision.
(Copyright © 2005 Georgia Department of Education)
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Annotations for Paper 1
Ideas Score: 3
The controlling idea (I would like to travel back to the civil rights era to meet Mr. Luther
King) is sufficiently developed with relevant supporting ideas (King was an excellent role
model, and it would be instructive to see how life then compared to life today). The
writer develops these supporting ideas with some details and elaboration (e.g., “The I
have a dream speech was a one of a kind and very remarkable speech” and “I want to go
somewhere where there are separate bathrooms for people of another race”). There is
enough information in the paper to provide a sense of completeness.
Organization Score: 3
The writer demonstrates sufficient control of the components of Organization. There is a
two-part introduction. In the first part, the writer thanks the science agency for being
selected, and, in the second part, he/she establishes a position. This introduction is clear,
and it sets the stage for the rest of the paper. The writer groups related ideas about Dr.
King’s positive influence on people and how visiting the Civil Rights era would give a
contemporary audience an important perspective. Ideas follow a generally clear
sequence. Some transitions link ideas (e.g., “Im not going to say that it will be a fun
experience but …”). The conclusion provides closure.
Style Score: 3
Word choice is generally interesting (e.g., “pleasur to human kind,” “no matter what race
or religion,” and “separate bathrooms for people of another race”). There are, however,
some lapses into simple, repetitive language (e.g., “I would like,” “The main point that I
like,” and “what I like the most”). The positive tone is appropriate for persuasive writing,
and the writer’s voice is clear (e.g., “I do admit” and “Im not going to say”). There is
some variation in sentence length and structure. Overall, the writer demonstrates
sufficient control of the components of Style.
Conventions Score: 3
The majority of sentences in the paper are formed correctly, including some compound
and complex sentences. There are also some ineffective attempts at sentence formation
(e.g., “Really I would just like to know how it was for people back then as far as people
now days for myself”). Usage is mostly correct, but there are some incorrect word forms
(e.g., “”cause Im only allowed”). There are slightly more errors related to mechanics.
For example, there are several missing apostrophes (e.g., “what its like,” “Im not going,”
and “Thats what”) and misspellings (e.g., “pleasur,” “relegion,” and “expreince”).
Overall, the writer demonstrates sufficient control of the elements of Conventions.

Performance Level: Meets the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 2
Ideas Score: 2
The writer is focused on the persuasive purpose and assigned topic. The controlling idea
(I would like to go back to the 1980s) is clear and supporting ideas are all relevant. The
supporting ideas (meet the Lords of Dogtown, see the president, see how low gas prices
are, see my parents and sister) are only minimally developed and overly general (“just
want to have fun with them,” “see how he changed things,” “see my parents and sister,”
“see everything else”). There is not enough information to provide a sense of
completeness and few reader concerns are addressed.
Organization Score: 3
The organizing strategy is appropriate (intro, four reasons, and conclusion). Ideas are
clearly sequenced (why I want to go what I’d do when I got there what I’d do when I
got back to my own time). The introduction and conclusion fit the writer’s topic. Related
ideas (what the Lords do, how the world is different, how my family was different) are
grouped together. Transitions are used but they are fairly simple (first, second, third).
Overall, the writer demonstrates a sufficient level of control.
Style Score: 2
Word choice is simple, ordinary, and repetitive: almost every sentence begins with “I
would.” “Eventually” is about the only interesting word in the entire response. The tone
is uneven – sometimes enthusiastic, sometimes somewhat flat. There is little awareness of
audience and little sentence variety.
Conventions Score: 3
The writer demonstrates sufficient control of all three components of Conventions.
Sentences are correct, usage is correct, and the great majority of the mechanics is correct
(with the exception of the spelling of “maybe”). Although there is not a wide variety of
skills or much complexity, the writer demonstrates sufficient control in this domain.

Performance Level: Meets the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 3
Ideas Score: 2
The controlling idea (I would like to go back to the 70’s) is minimally developed.
Supporting ideas are relevant (things were cheaper then, cars of that era were the “coolest
things”) but not sufficiently developed. The writer provides few details to develop these
supporting ideas. Although the paper is focused, there is not enough information to
provide a sense of completeness.
Organization Score: 2
The writer demonstrates minimal control of the components of Organization. In the
introduction, the writer states a position and some reasons for selecting the 1970s. There
is limited evidence of sequencing as there are only a few sentences in the body
paragraphs. Use of transitions is limited. The paper contains a brief conclusion.
Style Score: 2
Word choice is generally simple and ordinary (“a lot of money,” “coolest things,” “lots of
young people”) with some examples of interesting language (“huge engines that sounded
like a jet”). The tone is uneven: enthusiastic in some parts, flat in other parts. There is
little sentence variation.
Conventions Score: 2
The paper consists of a mixture of correct and incorrect instances of sentence formation,
usage, and mechanics. There are some correctly formed sentences, but there are also runon sentences and a fragment. There are a few usage errors (“take alot of money their”)
and several spelling errors. Overall, the writer demonstrates minimal control of
Conventions.

Performance Level: Does Not Meet the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 4
Ideas Score: 4
The controlling idea (I would go back to my kindergarten days) is well developed with relevant
supporting ideas (carefree and happy time, good teacher, lunch, fun-time, parties). Each
supporting idea is developed with specific details. The writer addresses the reader’s expectations
for relevant information by providing multiple examples of happy times in kindergarten. These
examples are well developed but not fully elaborated throughout the paper.
Organization Score: 5
The organizational strategy is appropriate to the writer’s topic and the persuasive purpose. The
writer engages the reader with an opening paragraph about the common desire to revisit a happy
time in the past. This effectively sets the stage for the writer’s desire to do the same. Ideas are
logically sequenced within paragraphs and across parts of the paper. Effective and varied
transitional elements link all parts of the response. The effective conclusion provides closure.
Style Score: 4
Word choice is consistently engaging and sometimes precise (“precious days,” “Ice-cold juicy
strawberry ice-cream,” “unforgettable”). The nostalgic tone enhances the writer’s purpose in
depicting an idyllic time worth visiting. The writer’s evocative voice and tone are consistently
strong. Sentences vary in length and structure.
Conventions Score:
5
The writer demonstrates full command of the components of Conventions. The writer uses a
variety of subordination and coordination strategies. All elements of usage and mechanics are
consistently correct. There are a few minor errors (“boogbags,” “exited”), but they do not
interfere with meaning.

Performance Level: Exceeds the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 5
Ideas Score: 3
The controlling idea (I would visit the 1980’s) is sufficiently developed. All of the
information included is relevant to the topic and the persuasive purpose (what the writer
admires about the 1980s). Supporting ideas (fashion, Gun N Roses, Flashdance) are
developed with some examples and details (clothing items, big hair, and flashy jewelry).
The first body paragraph is more developed than the second and third in which the writer
tends to speak in overly general terms (to see what their shows were all about, it brought
dancing into a new light). There is enough information to provide a sense of
completeness.
Organization Score: 3
The writer demonstrates sufficient control of the components of Organization. The
introduction fits the topic and purpose, but it announces all the supporting ideas upfront
and is not very engaging. Related ideas are grouped together for the most part, although it
would have been possible to combine some of the ideas in the fashion paragraph with the
Flashdance paragraph. Ideas are sequenced appropriately, and the body of the response
follows the order laid out in the introduction. The conclusion provides closure.
Style Score: 4
The enthusiastic tone enhances the writer’s argument to visit the 1980s. Word choice is
often precise and engaging (“People could wear random items that were lying around
their house and be considered to be the epitome of fashion,” “big hair and flashy jewelry
were also a fashion must.”). There is more awareness of audience in the first body
paragraph than in the following two body paragraphs as the writer is providing more
specific visual details (“Oversized sweatshirts”). The enthusiastic voice is consistent
throughout the response. Sentences are varied.
Conventions Score: 4
The writer demonstrates consistent control of all three components. Simple, compound,
and complex sentences are correct. Usage and mechanics are consistently correct.
Although the response is somewhat brief, the consistent level of control is more like a 4
than a 3 in Conventions.

Performance Level: Meets the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 6
Ideas Score: 2
The writer is focused on the persuasive purpose and the assigned task. The controlling
idea (I want to go back to prehistoric times) is clear and supporting ideas are relevant.
The supporting ideas (see dinosaurs, see what it was like to live then, be prepared for
danger) are minimally developed. The elaboration is very general (“it would be
awesome,” “see how easy and hard it was for them,” “could also be a wonderful story to
tell someday”) in most of the paper. There is not enough information to provide a sense
of completeness.
Organization Score: 2
There is minimal evidence of an organizing strategy. The writer has an introduction and
a closing sentence. Sequencing from sentence to sentence is minimal, but there is an
attempt to follow points laid out in the introduction (seeing dinosaurs would be fun 
see how it was living then  learn a lot and bring that to modern times). Ideas are not
clearly grouped: the second and third body paragraphs mix possible dangers with
statements about what a great experience it would be. There are no transitions between
paragraphs and few within the paragraphs. The writer demonstrates minimal control of
the components of Conventions.
Style Score: 2
Word choice is simple, ordinary, and repetitive: almost every sentence begins with “I.”
There is some evidence of audience awareness as the writer is clearly addressing “Bob”
in the letter. The writer’s voice is apparent in the desire to have an interesting trip and in
the concern about returning. There is minimal sentence variety. The word choice and
tone improves in the second half of the paper (“careful,” “protection,” “survive,” “it
would be a blast,” “concern,”), but overall, the writer demonstrates minimal control of
the components of Style. This response falls in the high range of the “2” score point.
Conventions Score: 3
The majority of sentences are clear and correct. Most of the sentences are simple
structures, but the writer includes correct compound and complex sentences. There are
two run-on sentences and one fragment. Usage is generally correct with few errors. The
elements of mechanics are generally correct, but there are missing commas and
apostrophes. Errors do not interfere with meaning. The writer demonstrates sufficient
control of the components of Conventions.

Performance Level: Meets the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 7
Ideas Score: 1
The writer’s position is apparent (I would travel back to 1989), but a controlling idea is
not established. That is because the writer’s ideas (“that was the happy days of my
father,” “I [was] a little king,” and “I will like to go back look at the past”) are not
elaborated to support the writer’s apparent position. Overall, the response does not
demonstrate awareness of the persuasive purpose.
Organization Score: 1
The paper has in introduction, in which the writer states his/her position. There is,
however, little control of the other components of Organization. Because supporting
ideas are not developed, there is no evidence of grouping. Few ideas in the paper are
sequenced meaningfully, and there are no transitions. The response lacks a clear
conclusion.
Style Score: 1
Word choice is often confusing (e.g., “I will go to the Days my mother and father first
time that theys looks into there eyes,” “He had the hold family in the Nextroom,” and
“first time they look into there eye they new this it it”). This language leads to a flat tone.
The writer’s voice is not controlled, and there is little sentence variety.
Conventions Score: 1
There are severe, repeated errors in all elements of conventions. For example, there are
several run-ons, usage errors, and mechanics problems (“I’m Think about going though
time travel I will go to the Days my mother and father first time that theys look into there
eyes”). These errors often obscure meaning.

Performance Level: Does Not Meet the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 8
Ideas Score: 4
The controlling idea (I would return to the past and change my behavior) is well
developed with relevant supporting ideas (how I treated my dad, dating, doing chores at
home). The first and third body paragraphs are more developed than the paragraph about
dating. Most of the supporting ideas are developed with specific examples that explain
how the writer used to behave in comparison with how he/she would choose to behave
now. The personal anecdotes clarify how important this trip would be to the writer. The
response addresses some reader concerns by describing how happy the writer’s father is
about his/her attitude of cooperation.
Organization Score: 4
The introduction is engaging and sets the stage for the writer’s trip into his/her own past
by hinting that it will be a very personal life-changing experience. Related ideas about
acting respectful, loving, and appreciative toward father and family are grouped into
paragraphs. Sequencing is appropriate (what I would do differently  the effects of the
change). Varied transitional elements link ideas within and across paragraphs (When I
got home, as I walked closer, during this time period, now, I can look back). The
conclusion provides closure by revealing the writer’s gratitude for the opportunity to
change his/her life.
Style Score: 3
The tone is appropriate to the topic: the writer clearly has sincere regrets about past
behavior and would make amends if possible. Word choice is generally interesting (“This
allowed me to look at my life with a new perspective,” “I suddenly became the nicest kid
around,” “I kept thinking to myself that my first chance in life was not all that great.”).
The writer’s voice is clear and appropriate throughout the paper.
Conventions Score: 4
The writer demonstrates consistent control of the components of Conventions. Simple,
complex, and compound sentences are formed correctly with correct end punctuation.
Elements of usage and mechanics are consistently correct. There are commas missing
after introductory clauses and between independent clauses, but these are very minor.

Performance Level: Meets the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 9
Ideas Score: 3
The controlling idea (I would like to visit the time of King Arthur) is clear and developed
with relevant supporting ideas (how people lived, wars, myths and mysteries). The writer
provides some examples and details (housing and taxes, lack of pollution and industry;
weapons and size of armies, Arthur’s legendary sword, Merlin, dragons). There is some
elaboration of each idea (mud huts, beautiful countryside; sword, axe, or maybe just beat
each other with sticks, was the sword invincible; was Merlin real/wizard, did dragons
exist, was there a Lady of the Lake?). The writer is generally focused on the assigned
topic and genre. There is sufficient information to provide a sense of completeness.
Organization Score: 3
The overall organizational strategy (introduction, three supporting reasons, conclusion) is
appropriate to the writer’s ideas and persuasive purpose. The introduction is appropriate
to the topic. Within the body of the paper, ideas are sequenced from ordinary concerns to
fantastic/supernatural events and characters. Related ideas are generally grouped
together (daily life, weaponry, legends). There are simple transitions between paragraphs
(“here are the reasons,” “second,” “Last”), and some transitions within paragraphs
(“also,” “for instance”). The writer demonstrates sufficient control of the components of
Organization.
Style Score: 3
The writer demonstrates sufficient control of the components of Style. The tone of
wonder is appropriate to a visit to the days of King Arthur and the persuasive purpose of
the task. Word choice is generally interesting (“would the people love their ruler enough
that they would die in battle for him,” “I can’t even imagine how beautiful the
countryside might be,” “skirmish,” “that legendary sword”). The writer demonstrates
awareness of the audience (“Hopefully you feel the same way”). There is some variation
in sentence length and structure. The writer’s voice is clear (“it would be interesting,” “I
can’t even imagine,” “I wonder”).
Conventions Score: 3
The majority of sentences are correct, with some errors (a fragment, run-on sentences).
Subjects and verbs generally agree (the writer does mix tenses sometimes). Usage and
mechanics are generally correct. Overall, the writer demonstrates sufficient control of the
components of Conventions.

Performance Level: Meets the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 10
Ideas Score: 3
The controlling idea (it would be instructive to visit the Ancient world) is sufficiently
developed. Supporting ideas are relevant (to examine the beginning of basic irrigation
techniques; the education system of the time was influential). The writer develops these
supporting ideas with some details (e.g., “Because many people settled along river banks,
people would bring in water to irrigate the land for crops,” and “The people of Athens
had arithmetic and writing”). There is enough information to provide a sense of
completeness.
Organization Score: 3
The organizing strategy (introduction / supporting paragraphs / conclusion) is appropriate
to the assigned task and persuasive purpose. The introduction is clear and effective
because the writer provides a broader rationale for his/her choice without simply listing
the supporting ideas (“This would be a great period to visit, because … if it was not for
some of these groups we might not having everything we have today”). Related ideas are
grouped together (irrigation and education). Ideas within paragraphs follow a generally
clear sequence. Some transitions link ideas within paragraphs (e.g., “for example” and “in
which”). The conclusion provides closure. Overall, the writer demonstrates sufficient
control of the components of Organization.
Style Score: 2
There is some interesting word choice in the response (e.g., “settled along the river
banks,” “irrigate the land for crops,” and “Geometry was developed”). There is an equal
amount of simple, ordinary language, however (e.g., “that thing we do today,”
“everything we have today,” “some of our things of school,” and “many other things”).
These inconsistencies create an uneven tone and voice: engaging in parts, flat in others.
There is little sentence variety, particularly after the first half of the response (“We
should also,” “We should visit,” “We could learn”). Overall, control of the components
of Style is mixed.
Conventions Score: 2
There are correct sentences in the response, but there are also sentence errors, like
fragments (“Questioning what things of the past was like and how the experience to be
there at that moments would feel”) and run-ons. Control of the elements of usage is
mixed; there are correct examples, as well as errors (e.g., “what things of the past was
like,” “The time period the would be the best to visit,” “that did thing we do today,” and
“Visiting this period would a benefit to the people”). Although some elements of
mechanics are correct, the insufficient control of usage and sentence formation keeps this
paper in the 2 range.

Performance Level: Meets the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 11
Ideas Score: 5
The controlling idea (I would visit the transition period) is fully elaborated with
supporting ideas (famous artists, changes in paintings and sculptures, changes in public
perception of artists). Each of the supporting ideas is elaborated with specific examples
and details (Michaelangelo, Raphael, 3-D light and depth, patron support of artists). The
writer addresses reader concerns by explaining the importance of new techniques in art
that influence artists even today. The writer’s desire to understand this period in history is
clear throughout the response and therefore addresses the persuasive purpose by
justifying the choice of destination (time period).
Organization Score: 4
The overall organizational structure (intro/supporting ideas/conclusion) is appropriate to
the writer’s argument. In the introduction, the writer gives an overview of what time
period he wants to visit and why. The introduction is not particularly engaging, but it
does set the stage for the body of the response. Sequencing is appropriate (introducing the
type of change, covering Medieval Art, covering Renaissance Art). Related ideas about
artists, religion, and public appreciation of art are grouped logically into paragraphs. The
writer uses transitions to link parts of the paper (“For example,” “Also,” “Therefore,”
“this is because,” “In addition to”). The conclusion is more effective than the introduction
becuase it sets up the importance/impact of the learning experience. Overall, the writer
demonstrates consistent control.
Style Score: 5
The writer demonstrates a full command of the components of Style. The writer includes
several carefully crafted phrases in the response (“This was a huge change from the oh so
sullen portraits and sculptures of the Medieval Era.” “they used their talents as a means to
glorify God and not themselves”). Some of the word choice is varied and precise (“after
much deliberation,” “the rebirth,” “miniature sculptures,” “reflecting the pain and
suffering,” “ a means to glorify God,” “remained quite lifeless,” “Bubonic Plague
infested area”). The writer demonstrates sustained awareness of audience throughout the
response and successfully conveys his/her personal interest in the time period.
Conventions Score: 4
Simple, compound, and complex sentences are consistently correct. The sentence
fragment at the end of the first body paragraph is a functional fragment (“Not to mention
we know who the artists were.”). Usage is consistently correct with only the occasional
minor error. There are some misspelled words and a few missing commas after
introductory clauses, but these errors are minor and do not interfere with meaning.
Overall, the writer demonstrates consistent control.
Performance Level: Exceeds the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 12
Ideas Score: 4
The writer’s controlling idea (I would go back to the time of the Harlem Renaissance) is
well developed with relevant supporting ideas (entertainment/arts, racism, decline, lasting
impact). Details and elaboration are relevant and often specific. The writer is clearly
addressing reader concerns about why this era is important (“the best poems that we
study till this date,” “they were the best,” “We look up to many of these people and there
music and Arts are master peaces”). The writer is consistently focused on the assigned
topic, genre, and purpose.
Organization Score: 4
The overall organizational strategy (introduction, supporting reasons, summation) is
appropriate to the writer’s ideas and the persuasive purpose. The introduction engages
the reader and sets the stage for the writer’s trip to the past. Related ideas about
professions and problems are grouped in paragraphs. Ideas are logically sequenced (what
happened during this era  enduring effects). Varied transitions link parts of the paper
(“At this time,” “In the years of,” “Harlem was not just…it also was “Finally you can say
that”). The conclusion provides closure by summarizing the lasting effects of that period.
Style Score: 3
The tone is appropriate to the topic; it is clear that the writer has strong feelings of pride
in the accomplishments of the people of the period. Word choice is generally interesting
(“greatest musicians,” “poets emerge and make some of the best poems,” “discriminate,”
“plot to destroy the business”). Audience awareness is demonstrated in the words that
“show” the reader what is clearly a source of inspiration to the writer. There is some
variation in sentence length and structure. The writer’s evocative voice is clear.
Conventions Score: 2
The writer demonstrates minimal control of all of the components of Conventions.
Sentences are a mixture of correct and incorrect structures. There are multiple usage
errors as well as correct usage. There are frequent errors in mechanics.

Performance Level: Meets the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 13
Ideas Score: 2
The controlling idea (I would travel back to the 1800’s) is clear, but supporting ideas are
only minimally developed (to collect items for a museum, and to see the era’s firearms,
buildings, clothing, pastimes, etc.). Most of these supporting ideas are merely listed, but
others are partially developed (e.g., there is a detail about clothing: “from gun holsers to
chaps then shirts to boots”). Overall, there is not enough information in the response to
provide a sense of completeness.
Organization Score: 2
The writer demonstrates minimal control of the components of Organization. The
relatively brief introduction is clear. There are not many related ideas to group together,
and there is minimal evidence of sequencing as well. For the most part, the writer simply
lists—in no clear order—the various aspects of the Wild West he/she would like to
investigate. Transitions are limited mostly to the repeated “I will also.”
Style Score: 2
There is some interesting word choice (e.g., “bring back some artifacts,” “document and
study the horses,” and “withstand the harsh winds and weather”). However, there is
considerable repetition in sentence beginnings (e.g., “I will find,” “I will also document,”
“I would also like”). Moreover, audience awareness is limited mostly to the introduction
and conclusion (e.g., “Since you were going” and “I hope you like my decision.”).
Control of style is limited by the brevity of the response.
Conventions Score: 2
Many of the sentences are correct, but the first sentence is ineffective, and there is a nonfunctional fragment as well (“As I have done some research on it and decided to go”).
Regarding usage, there are some incorrect word forms (e.g., “came in affect”). Most
elements of mechanics are correct, but there are some misspellings (e.g., “meusum,”
“holsers,” and “twoard”). Control of conventions is limited by the brevity of the response.

Performance Level: Does Not Meet the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 14
Ideas Score: 2
The controlling idea is clear (why I would visit the Dark Ages), but the supporting ideas
are overly general. The writer wants to “introduce some very basic technological
advances” to the time period, but he/she does not elaborate any further. Other reader
concerns are addressed: planting the seeds of technology would “justify” the trip if it
resulted in improving today’s world. There is not enough information to provide a sense
of completeness.
Organization Score: 3
The problem-solution organizational strategy is appropriate to the writer’s topic and
purpose. The introduction is clear, and related ideas about enlightening the people of the
Dark Ages are grouped together. There is a clear sequence of ideas (“Think about it, an
eight hundred year advance in technology; we could be colonizing space if it weren’t for
the dark ages.  Who know what other advances we could experience: light-speed
travel, alien contact, cures for the diseases that kill our people like aids and cancer”).
Some transitions link parts of the paper (e.g., “As you know” and “Think about it”). The
concluding statement provides some closure.
Style Score: 3
The writer’s voice is distinctive and opinionated. It is clear that this writer believes he/she
could teach a thing or two to the unenlightened populace of the Dark Ages. Most of the
word choice is precise and engaging (“shed some light on this lost part of our history,”
“science was considered heresy,” “an offense punishable by death,” “some very basic
technological advances,” “religion, as wonderful as it may seem,” “eight hundred year
advance”). Sentences are varied.
Conventions Score: 3
There are very few errors in this response. Sentences, usage and mechanics are
consistently correct with some variety and complexity. This writer demonstrates a
consistent level of control of most elements of conventions.

Performance Level: Meets the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 15
Ideas Score: 4
The controlling idea (I would like to visit the age of exploration) is clear and developed
with relevant supporting ideas (to verify the real discoverer of America, to witness the
interactions between explorers and natives, and to more accurately study pre-colonial
America). The writer develops these supporting ideas with specific details and
elaboration (e.g., “This question needs to be answered because the actual founder of
America should be given credit for his skillful and timely voyage across the ocean,” and
“In this day and age, this topic could not be accurately studied because most of the areas
around the globe have already been explored and industrialized into the vast civilizations
that are known by many today”). The information in the response addresses several
reader expectations (e.g., details on why this era is worth visiting).
Organization Score: 4
The organizing strategy (introduction / supporting paragraphs / conclusion) is appropriate
to the assigned task and persuasive purpose. The introduction is clear and effectively sets
the stage for the development that follows. Related ideas (who discovered America,
interaction between explorers and natives, and studying pre-colonial times) are grouped
together. Ideas within paragraphs follow a logical sequence. Varied transitions link ideas
within paragraphs (e.g., “This question needs to be answered,” “When the Spaniards
landed in the Americas,” and “In this day and age”). The conclusion provides effective
closure without repetition (“This process would truly allow for the human race to study
its roots and to learn from its mistakes”). Overall, the writer demonstrates consistent
control of the components of Organization.
Style Score: 5
Carefully crafted phrases create a sustained tone and scholarly voice that enhance the
persuasive purpose (e.g., “one could finally put an end to one of the most debated
subjects in history,” “When the Spainiards landed in the Americas, they brought new
weaponry and disease along with them,” and “allow the human race to access the
knowledge of the past that has not been obtainable”). There is extensive variation of
sentence lengths, structures, and beginnings. The writer’s impressive control of language
reflects an understanding of the denotative and connotative meanings of words.
Conventions Score: 5
The writer demonstrates a full command of the components of Conventions. Simple,
compound, complex, and compound-complex sentences are consistently clear and
correct. All elements of usage are consistently correct. There are very few mechanics
errors, as well (impressively, the writer almost never misplaces a comma).
Performance Level: Exceeds the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 16
Ideas Score: 1
The writer announces a topic, but a controlling idea is not established. The writer lists a
few ideas about prehistoric times, but does not develop them (different creatures, hard to
survive because of dinosaurs, find humankind and interact, try to bring back unanswered
questions). Some of the ideas are unclear (unanswered questions, help answer many
things and make things better).
Organization Score: 2
The paper demonstrates minimal control of the components of Organization. There is an
introduction that announces a topic, followed by reasons, and the final sentences may be
the writer’s attempt at closure. Ideas are very loosely grouped (creatures, journey’s
benefit). Transitional words are limited (“when”). Overall, brevity limits the
demonstration of competence.
Style Score: 2
The writer demonstrates minimal control of the components of Style. Language and tone
are appropriate to the topic, and word choice is sometimes engaging (selected, exciting,
creatures, survive, humankind, interact, journey). The writer’s voice is apparent (“I was
very excited,” “hopefully”). There is little sentence variety. Overall, brevity limits the
demonstration of competence.
Conventions Score: 2
The writer demonstrates minimal control of the components of Conventions. There are
correct sentences and two fragments. Usage is correct. There is a mixture of correct and
incorrect mechanics. The paper has errors, but none of them interfere with meaning.
Brevity limits the demonstration of competence.

Performance Level: Does Not Meet the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 17
Ideas Score: 3
The controlling idea (I would like to travel back to the Wild West) is sufficiently
developed. Supporting ideas are relevant (to join in on the adventures, to find gold, and
become a man). The writer develops these supporting ideas with some details and
elaboration (e.g., “They used to get rewards for their adventures,” “But if you was smart
you would keep it a secret for yourself,” and “To become a man you have to get a woman
and have your own responsibilities”). There is enough information to provide a sense of
completeness.
Organization Score: 3
The organizing strategy (introduction / supporting paragraphs / conclusion) is appropriate
to the persuasive task. The introduction is clear. The writer groups related ideas about
adventure, gold, and becoming a man. Ideas within body paragraphs follow a generally
clear sequence. Some transitions link ideas (e.g., “Back then,” “But if you were smart,”
and pronoun substitution like “it” for “gold”). The conclusion provides closure. Overall,
the writer demonstrates sufficient control of the components of Organization.
Style Score: 3
Word choice is generally interesting (e.g., “cowboys ruled the west,” “get a digging tool
and go searching for it,” and “have you own responsibilities”). There are however, lapses
into simple, ordinary language (e.g., “one of the best things,” “Becoming a man was
something to”). The positive tone is clear and appropriate (“live a wild life”). Audience
awareness is evident in most parts of the response (e.g., “But if you were smart you
would keep it a secret for yourself”). There is some variation in sentence length and
structure. Overall, the writer demonstrates sufficient control of the components of Style.
Conventions Score: 3
Most of the sentences in the paper are clear and correct, including examples of compound
and complex sentences. There are more errors, however, when it comes to usage (e.g., “I
wanna go,” “in there days,” “If you was smart,” and “nobody could not stop you”). Most
elements of mechanics are correct (e.g., spelling, capitalization, and formatting are
correct, for the most part). Overall, the writer demonstrates sufficient control.

Performance Level: Meets the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 18
Ideas Score: 2
The controlling idea (I would like to travel back to the Paleolithic Age) is minimally
developed. Supporting ideas are relevant (to research cavemen and cave drawings). The
writer incorporates few details, however, to develop these supporting ideas (e.g., “I
would also write about how the cavemen ate and the weapons they furnished to take
down the gigantic animals of that time”). Overall, there is not enough information in
the response to provide a sense of completeness.
Organization Score: 2
The writer demonstrates minimal control of the components of Organization. The
introduction is clear. In the first body paragraph, related ideas about cavemen are
grouped together. The two sentences in paragraph three are sequenced, and there are
some transitions (e.g., “As of right now”). The paper lacks a conclusion, however.
Moreover, competence in Organization is limited by the brevity of the response.
Style Score: 2
There is some interesting word choice in the paper (e.g., “further the knowledge that
mankind has” and “weapons they furnished to take down the gigantic animals of that
time”). The enthusiastic tone is appropriate for persuasive writing, but demonstration of
competence in this component, and all components of style, is limited by the brevity of
the response.
Conventions Score: 2
There are few errors in this paper, with the exception of a few misspellings (e.g.,
“practiclly” and “paleonithic”) and a missing apostrophe (“I’m sure practiclly everyones
wished they can”). Demonstration of competence in Conventions, however, is limited by
the brevity of the response.

Performance Level: Does Not Meet the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 19
Ideas Score: 5
The controlling idea (I would visit the time of the American Revolution) is fully elaborated with
supporting ideas (George Washington’s role, Thomas Jefferson’s importance, activism of The
Sons of Liberty ) and relevant examples and details (leader of the army, then president; wrote The
Declaration of Independence, supported human/civil rights; protests/civil disobedience). The
response contains abundant information that fully addresses reader concerns by describing many
actions and ideas that shaped the country and which influence us today. The writer clearly
admires the courage and commitment of these historical figures and builds a persuasive case that
a visit would help us to “truly know” history.
Organization Score: 5
The overall organizational structure (introduction, three supporting ideas, conclusion) is
appropriate. In the introduction, the writer engages readers with an offer to “see for themselves,”
and sets the stage for examining important events during this time period. Related ideas about
Washington, Jefferson, and the Sons of Liberty are grouped together. Sequencing is consistently
logical (e.g., “From what I have learned, George Washington was a very gifted and talented
general in the Revolutionary War.  He led the Americans against the British, and with the help
of other military leaders, he defeated them”). The writer uses varied transitional elements to
effectively link parts of the paper and ideas within paragraphs (“From what I have learned,”
“although,” “another important man,” “while other.” Pronoun substitution is used extensively).
The conclusion provides a sense of closure with a statement that effectively sums up the writer’s
reasons for the choice (“so that I could really see how they overcame the impossible to make
America the country that it is today”).
Style Score: 5
The writer demonstrates a full command of the components of Style. Carefully crafted phrases
and sentences engage the reader and create a sustained tone of absolute conviction of the
importance of the era (“Washington believed in the rights of the people, not to have a monarchy,
and not to have political parties because he believed it would divide the country.” “He based his
ideas off an English philosopher named John Locke who believed that when opressed by a leader,
the people have the right to rebel”). Word choice is precise and engaging (“fought for freedom
and knew no limits,” “truly know their own history,” “admire the bravery,” “overcame all odds
and went on to shape modern America”). Awareness of the audience is clear from beginning to
end as the writer employs a strong, evocative voice that is sustained through the use of words that
recall the struggles of a newly formed America to shape its own course.
Conventions Score:
5
The writer demonstrates a full command of the components of Conventions. Simple, complex,
and compound sentences are formed correctly (“All countries of the world have their own
history,” “I would like to visit the Revolutionary War because I admire the bravery of the men
like George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and the Sons of Liberty who overcame all odds and
went on to shape modern America”). Subjects and verbs agree, and word forms are correct.
Correct usage and mechanics are demonstrated in a variety of contexts. While there are minor
errors, they are infrequent and do not interfere with meaning.

Performance Level: Exceeds the Standard
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Annotations for Paper 20
Ideas Score: 2
The writer is more focused on the topic (time travel), than the assigned persuasive task
(what time period I would like to visit). Supporting ideas tend to be overly general (how
people dressed, what kind of music they listened to, how much things cost, “because it
would be a pretty nice thing to do”). Many of the supporting ideas are about how to make
money by charging people to travel back in time or how to convince people to want to
time travel. These ideas do not support or develop a visit to the 1800s. The writer’s ideas
about time travel could relate to any time period, which weakens the writer’s argument
and position. There is not enough information to provide a sense of completeness.
Organization Score: 2
There is minimal evidence of an organizing strategy. The writer includes an opening and
a closing sentence. There is minimal sequencing as the writer makes a case for how to
convince people to time travel. Ideas about what could be seen in the past are not grouped
together. The organizational strategy is not formulaic or inappropriate, but it is very
minimal.
Style Score: 2
Word choice is simple and ordinary (“it would be a pretty nice thing to do,” “I would like
to see how people dressed,” “that is a good way to make some money”). There is little
evidence of the writer’s voice, and the tone is mostly flat. There is little sentence variety
as almost every sentence begins with the subject of the sentence.
Conventions Score: 2
The writer demonstrates minimal control of all three components. There are sentence
fragments (“what kind of clothes they were”), and a long run-on (“All we hear is about is
the old days but we wouldn’t no anything about it all we can do is listen and take it in but
if we went there we could listen and talk about it with the older people.”). Usage and
mechanics are generally correct but simple. Competence is limited by the brevity of the
response.

Performance Level: Does Not Meet the Standard
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Score Key – GHSWT Sample Papers

Paper #
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Performance Level

1

3

3

3

3
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2

2

3

2

3

Meets the Standard

3

2

2

2

2
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4

4

5

4

5
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5

3

3

4

4
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6

2

2

2

3
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7

1

1

1

1
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8

4

4

3

4
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9

3

3

3

3
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10

3

3

2

2
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11

5

4

5

4
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4

4

3

2
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2

2

2
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3

3
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5
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2

2
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3

3

3
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2

2

2
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5

5
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